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ABSTRACT 
NESVIG, Lisa P. The Relationship Between Achievement Motivation and 
Performance Among Intercollegiate Gymnasts. · M.S. in Physical 
Education, 1977. p. 41. 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a relation-
ship exists between an athlete's level of achievement motivation and 
gymnastics meet performance. __ A secondary purpose was to determine if 
the level o f  achievement motivation differed· between and among male and' 
female gymnasts. The McClelland Thematic Apperception Test was 
administered to measure the levels of achievement motivation among 
male and female members of the South Dakota State University Inter-
collegiate Gymnastics Team. Each subject's gymnastics meet scores 
served as the measure of proficiency in gymnastics. All statistical 
tests were conducted at the .05 level of confidence. Using the Pearson 
Product Moment method, it was found that no significant relationship 
existed between achievement motivation and gymnastics meet performance 
among the men or among the women. Through the use of a t-test, it was 
. . found that a significant difference existed between scores attained by 
men and women on the McClelland Thematic Apperception Test. The 
analysis of variance was employed to determine whether significant 
d{ff erences in Thematic Apperception Test scores occ�rred among the 
men or among the women. Differences were significant among the women, 
but not among the men. 
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Significance of the Study 
C ompet itors , c oaches , and physical educators t oday are int erested 
in the physiological and psychological variables whi ch affect the 
performance of their student s . Motivat ion is one of these psychological 
variables . 
T wo types of mot ivati on , extrinsic and intrinsic can be  
exhibit ed by the  performer . Intrinsic mot i vat i on i s  that type which 
is elic i t ed by the inner drive of the performer . Achievement 
mot i vat ion is a type of -intrinsic mot ivat ion. 
The theory of achi evement motivation was developed by McClelland (10)  
who investigated the relat ionship bet ween compet it iveness and achieve­
ment s in our soc i ety . This theory , as explained by At kinson ( 1), i s  
based o n  the premise that in any pot ent ial achievement sett ing the 
performer exhibits the motive to achieve suc c e ss and the mot ive to 
avoid failure simultaneously . The strength of the achi evement motive 
will depend upon whi ch of these t wo motives i s  stronger. If the fear 
of failure mot ive is stronger , then anxi ety will b e  produc ed which will 
detract from optimal performanc e • . Acc ording t o  Atkinson ( 1), the 
achi evem ent mot ive is  only relevant to situa t i ons when achi evement 
relat ed motives are the primary goals and the performer i s  i nvolved in 
competit ion in whi c h  there is  an established standard of exc ellence. 
A c ompetit ive situat ion , such as an examinat ion or an athlet i c  cont est , 
·is c onsidered an achievement setting. 
-----
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McClelland (10 : 25) ha$ stated that a person with a high achie�e-
ment motive, "Will work harder wider longer objective odds where 
personal efforts can make a difference in the outcome.11 
Intercollegiate gymnastics is an activity which requires the 
.performer to spend many hours in preparation for each competitive 
event. Since gymnastics has a standard against which performance is 
measured, it would appear that the level of achievement motivation 
might influence one's performance. 
Through this study, the researcher attempted to determine 
whether a relationship existed between the level of achievement 
motivation possessed by a given gymnast, and his or her performance. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a relation-
ship exists between achievement motivation and gymnastic meet 
performance. 
A secondary purpose was to determine if the level of achieve-
ment motivation differs between men and women, and if there was a 
difference among the men or among. the women. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were investigated: 
1 .  There will be no significant relationship between achieve-
ment motivation and gymnastics meet performance among the women on 
each of the given events. 
2. There will be no significant relationship between achieve­
ment motivation and gymnastics meet performance among the men on 
each of the given events . 
3 .  There will be no significant difference between the 
achievement motivation level of men and women . 
4 .  There will be no significant' difference among the women's 
achievement motivation scores . · 
5 .  There will be no significant difference among the men's 
achievement motivation scores . 
Scope of the Study 
This study included sixteen members of the women's and men's 
gymnastic s teams at South Dakota State University . Only those 
gymnasts who performed in a competitive situation were included in 
this study . The men and women were given the same psychometric test , 
which was McClelland's Thematic Apperception Test . Gymnastic 
performanc-e was evaluated according to the rules of the Code of the 
Federation of International Gymnastics .  
Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made for this study: 
1. Individual performance scores may be limited by the human 
error of the judges, since the same judges were not used 
for · all the meet s .  
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2 .  The variation in types of equipment enc ountered at different 
schools did not hamper performance scores . � 
3 .  Although some gymn�sts performed with physical injuries, 
it did not inhibit their usual performance. 
4 .  For this particular study, a gymnastic meet was classified 
as an achievement situation since standards of achievement 
have been established which may be measured. 
5 .  The competitive experience of the subjects may have had an 
effect upon their meet performance scores. 
6 .  All competitors were performing at their optimal level for 
every meet. 
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7 . The judges were capable of utilizing the criteria established 
for the scoring of the achievement motive. 
Definitions of Terms 
Achievement Motivation. "A resolution between the motive to 
achieve success and that to avoid failure. The motive to avoid failure 
inhibits or detracts from success. It is·claimed to be a latent 
personality characteristic involving a pers�stent desire (subject to 
gross individual differences) to achieve in a competitive situation. 
It is concerned with one's emotional involvement in striving for 
success." (19:7) 
Expectancy. "A cognitive anticipation, arousal by cues in a 
situation that performance of some act will be followed by a 
particular consequence." (1:10) 
Incentive. '' · · ·  the attractiveness of a specific goal that is 
offered in a situation or the unattractiveness of an event that might 
occur as a consequence." (1:11) 
Motivation . "An aroused state of a person where the motive 
has been engaged by the appropriate expectancy·. "  (19 : 8) 
Psychometric Instrument . A tool to measure some function of 
the mind . 
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Olympic Events .  Ba.lance beam, vaulting, floor exercise, and 
uneven parallel bars were the four events for women at the Olym.pic 
level . The men competed on the following six events:  vaulting, floor 
exercise , high bar , pommel horse , parallel bars and rings . 
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Chapter II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Many people involved in athletics are interested in the 
factors which cause athletes of comparable ability t o  perform 
differently in a competitive situation . Many believe that personality 
traits and motivational factors have an effect upon performance . This 
section con
.
tains literature· related t o  achievement motivation , other 
mot ivational factors, and their relationship to performance . Also 
included are studies dealing with the reliability of achievement 
motivation measures . 
Studies Related to  Physical Activity 
C ovington (3) identified the difference between high ability 
and low ability male college gymnasts according t o  selected 
motivational factors . The subjects were varsity athletes from four 
selected. colleges . Athletes from two colleges were classified as 
highly skilled gymnasts , and the athletes from the other two colleges 
had low skill in gymnastics . The psychometric test used t o  identi fy 
achievement motivation was the Motivation Analysis Test . The results 
indicated that gymnasts of high ability are motivated to a greater 
degree than gymnasts of low ability . It· was hypothesized that this 
was due to a strong drive for self-indulgence , and less concern for 
the rules of  society . 
Lachance ( 12) studied the principle of human motivation that 
was applicable t o  involvement in gross motor physical activity . In 
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this descriptive study the motivational factors were divided into two 
categories . Category I included factors that involved success -
failure motives . Subheadings under this group were enhancement of self , 
achievement motive, social approval , and risk seeking . Category II 
included motives which derived a feeling of  pleasure from physical 
activity , or a sense of well-being .  Subheadings o f  this group were 
the catharsis principle , which according to  Lachance (12:26 ) is " ·  • •  
a desire to  purge oneself of aggression through a means of expression , 
and the feel-better phenomena ." With these subdivisions Lachance 
developed corollaries which could apply t o  physical activities . He 
suggested several experimental studies which might be developed with 
information from his study . He indicated , for exarnpl� , that a 
researcher could develop a questionnaire for the purpose of measuring 
individual achievement motivation levels .  
Willis and Bethe (21·) summarized the findings o f  McClelland (10), 
Atkinson (1) , and Feather (1), by reporting that in any achievement 
situation there are two achievement related motives which a person 
will exhibit . These motives are concerned with the fact that a 
person is not only faced with the desire to succeed , but also the 
desire to  avoid failure . The achievement motivation theory ·states 
that in any 'pure achievement situ�tion two variables operate; the 
first involves a person who carries two relatively stable achievement 
related motives t o  any achievement situation . Secondly , in any 
achievement experience , situational variables may change and sub­
sequently affect the strength of the achievement motive in any new 
situation . 
Willis and Bethe noted that although few studies have been 
conducted involving mot or tasks or athletic performance, some 
researchers indicated a positive correlation between achievement 
motives scores and performance. It was also concluded that persons 
possessing a high achievement motive exhibit the personality 
charac teristics of optimism, conscientiousness ,  and ambition . 
The personality variables of achievement motivation and 
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anxiety were studied by Yeary (22) in an attempt t o  assess the 
differenc e which existed among women athletes in selected sports .  The 
Achievement Anxiety Test , the Achievement Scale for Females, Maudsley 
Personality Inventory , and the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Test were admin­
istered t o  assess achievement motivation and anxiety . The results 
indicated that no statistical differences existed between sports 
categories on the criterion measures of achievement motivation and 
anxiety . 
Willis (20) explored the relationships which existed between 
aspects  of  the achievement theory of motivation , success , and 
competitive spirit  among collegiate wrestlers .  At the beginning of 
the wrestling season, the Thematic Apperception Test , the Maudsley 
Personality Inventory , and a brief questionnaire designed by · the 
researcher were given to the athletes . The data were analyzed to  
determine the degree to  which each subject exhibited the motive to  
achieve success and the motive to avoid failure . The result s.indicated 
a low (r= . 21) positive relationship existed between motives to 
succeed and success in wrestling . 
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Johnson and Nelson (7) studied the effect of  applyin� different 
motivational techniques, during training and t esting situations., 
upon performance of an isometric press exercise . After the subject s  
were given the initial test, they were divided int o  four experimental 
groups. Group I received no induced motivation, Group II  had a 
knowledge of  their scores, Group III had a knowledge of their scores 
and assigned goals, and Group IV had a knowledg·e of  their scores, 
assigned goals and were given a placebo . The authors concluded that 
nonmotivational training is of little practical value in the 
facilitation of improvement where motivation is not inducible . A 
special motivational situation (resembling an athletic �vent) 
inc�eased the scores of training groups during the investigation . 
Lakie (9) examined the relationship of galvanic skin response 
to task difficulty, feeling and emotion, and motivation . · Lakie ( 9:58) 
stated that ''Palmar skin response is a preparation, fo� action, and 
is not an index of feeling, but rather an at titude of  an organism 
toward overcoming difficulty." It was predicted that subject s 
motivated t o  achieve suc c·ess would have a higher galvanic skin 
response score on difficult tasks than subject s  motivated to avoid 
failure .  A group of male student s were asked to  execute four palmar 
flexion movement s on a hand dynam�meter calculated t o  be 50,. 70, 90, 
and 110 percent of their maximal contractions . Instruments utilized 
were the Stoeltry adjustable dynamometer, a tape r�corder , and the 
personality tests consisting of the Maudsley Personality Inventory, the 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 
.
and the Test of Insight . , Results 
indicated that the greater the task difficulty , the greater the rise 
in galvanic skin response. Also , subject s  scoring high on success 
motivation had a higher mean galvanic skin response than subject s  
mot ivated t o  avoid failure. 
Ryan and Lakie (15) discovered that the motive t o  avoid 
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failure was stronger than the mot ive to succeed in a noncompetitive 
situation . The authors indicated that while in a c ompetit ive situation, 
persons with the higher motive to succeed would perform better. The 
subjects were given a perceptual mot or task t o  perform under non­
compet itive and competitive conditions . Achievement motivation was 
measured by the French Test of Insight and the Taylor Manifest 
Anxiety Scale. Result s indicated that the group which scored high on 
manifest anxiety and low on achievement performed significantly 
better under noncompet itive conditions. The group which scored low 
on rnanif est anxiety and high on achievement made significantly greater 
gains during c ompetition . 
Gorsuch (6 ) compared the achievement motivation scores of 
athletes with a group of non-athletes . The subject s  were given the 
McClelland Thematic Apperception Test to measure their achievement 
motivation scores. This test was found to have a reliability· 
correlat ion coeffic ient of .63. The athlet ic group was subdivided 
into team sport and individual sport athletes. Results indicated 
that the athlet ic group did not differ from the nonathletic group 
with respect  t o  achievement motivation . Also , the team athletic 
subgroup and individual athletic subgroup did not differ in levels of 
achievement motivation. 
Plummer (14) reported that individual sport s part icipant s are 
more  highly mot ivat ed than t eam sport at hlete s .  A Q-sort t ype 
questi onnaire was given to c ollege baseball players and t o  gymnasts . 
Plummer c onst ruct ed a test with questions pertaining t o  achi evement 
mot ivat i on . The subj ects were categorized i nt o  high achievement , 
some achi evement , and no achi evement groups . The results indi cat ed 
that t he mean sc ores between the two groups were  ve ry similar. It 
was felt that sinc e the baseball players were given the test during 
their season and the gymnast s were given the test out of season that 
this  may have affected the results .  
Ostrow (13) examined the goal sett ing behavi or and need 
achi evement sc ores of male college subj ects entered in a handball 
t ournament .  G oal sett ing responses were dete rmined under pre-
t ournament and post -t ournament condit ions . The levels o f  expe ctation 
and aspiration were examined as two c omponents of goal sett ing 
behavior . A que stionnarie was given to the subj ects for the purpose 
of measuring their goal shift respons�s in t e rms of goal di screpanc y_ 
sc ores. An i ndividual's success or failure was determined by their 
win-loss rec ord. The measurement of ne ed achievement was lim i ted to 
the t otal sc ore on t he Need Achievement Scale of the Personal{ty 
Research Form. Results of this st�dy indicat ed that t he aspirati ons 
of subje c t s  who e xpe rienc ed conti nuous success were more realist i c  
than those who experienced aspirations o f  c ontinuous failure . 
Subj e c t s  that sc ored high on need achi evement had set more realistic 
goals and performed better under competitive c ondit ions� 
11 
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Studies Related to  Mental Activity 
French and Lesser (4) attempted t o  determine t he variables 
which .affect the level of achievement motivation in women, and the 
relationship between motivation and performance .  Selection of the 
subject s  was based on the �esults of the Student Attitude Scale . Two 
types of goals , intellectual or women's role goals , were required of 
subjec ts for their selection . The French Test of Insight was given 
to determine achievement motivation levels . Two of  the four groups 
responded to questions on the male form while the others c ompleted 
the female form • . The result s indicated that regardless of which form 
was taken , the subjects receiving higher motivation scores were those 
responding t o  male figures under intellectual arousal or female 
figures under the women's role . These motivation scores were high 
when arousal cues were related to goal achievements  relevant for the 
subjects . 
Burstein (2) examined aspirational processes in which the 
person chose occupations which differed in prestige . Prestige was 
closely tied to the amount of achievement-related activity involved 
in occupational attainment . Factors which determined occupational 
prestige were the demanding nature of the job , the amount of special­
ized training necessary , and the �egree of responsibility . The 
subjects were freshmen and sophomore males from an introductory 
psychology course . The psychometric test given was · the Mandler­
Sarason Test in a classroom situation . An anxiety scale was used to 
assess the fear of failure . Results indicated that as �ear of 
failure increased, the prestige of the desired occupations decreased . 
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The subject s were more willing to settle for less satisfying or less 
prestigious occupations , . and oc cupations with extremely low 
probabilities of achievement . The effect s  of need achievement were 
weak but in a direction opposite the. fear of failure motive . A 
possible reason for this was that need achievement by it self is not 
sufficient to guide a person's energies and occupations . It was also 
believed that a more adequate sampling was necessary to draw any 
conclusions. 
Studies Related to Achievement Motivation Test s 
Shaw (16) attempted to determine whether three of the most 
widely used scales of need achievement could be used to differentiate 
between groups of high school students .  These students were of 
approximately the same intellectual ability , but diffe·red significantly 
in mean grade point average . The three scales used were , the Need 
Achievement of Edwards Personal Preference Schedule , the McClelland 
Achievement Motivation Test, and the French Achievement Scale . Only 
those students with an intelligence quotient above 110 were included 
in the study . Subjects were classified as achievers if their grade 
point average was 2 .0, or underachievers if their grade point average 
was 1.5 or lower . According to the author, the test s were poor 
predictors of academic achievement and did not measure the same 
variables . 
In attempting to determine the reliability for several 
measures of achievement motivation , Heckhausen (8) foun� that the 
highest reliability coefficients were between .80 and . 90 .  The major 
327601 �"' l'T'LI "'A vnT A 
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problem in this research was using the test-retest reliability 
approach. He found that the use of the same pictures in the retest 
situation, a short time after initial test administration, may affect 
the creative or fanatasy response of the subjects. Higher correlations 
were found if the test was given three weeks later. The author 
indicated that the Thematic Aperception Test is not suitable for 




METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a relation­
ship existed between achievement motivation and the performance of  
gymnasts on a given event during a competitive situation. A 
secondary purpose was to  determine if women differ from men in their 
achievement motivation level and if there was a difference among the 
men or among the women . 
The Pilot Study 
The purpose of the pilot study was t o  identify difficulties 
which might be involved in the administration of the Thematic 
Apperception Test. A secondary purpose was to provide the test 
administrator with experience in the administration of the t est . No 
attempt was made to det ermine a relationship·between class member s 
gymnastics performance scores and achievement motivation. 
The subjects  for the pilot study were nine female members of a 
basic gymnastics class in the Fitness and Lifetime Activities Program, 
at South Dakota Stat e  University. The psychometric t est given . was 
the McClelland Thematic,Apperception Test (11) . This 
test was given in a classroom setting by using an opaque projector. 
The pictures were placed on the screen and the" subje_cts viewed each 
picture for thirty seconds. After viewing the picture, each subject -
was given five minutes to write a- story about the pict�e, in accordance 
With the instructions . The instructions appear in Appendix A .  The 
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pictures were presented one after the other in the proper sequence. 
The subject s  were assigned numbers t o  eliminate bias in the 
scoring of the results .  No problems were encountered during the 
administration of the test to the pilot study group , thus the 
researcher felt it was feasible to administer the Thematic Apperception 
Test t o  subjects  in the present investigation. 
Organization of the Study 
The study was conducted at South Dakota State University ,  
Brookings , South Dakota , during the Spring of 1977- The Thematic 
Apperception Test was administered on March 16 and March 29 . The 
administration of the test occurred at this time because the women's 
and the men's competitive seasons were finished on these respective 
dates. 
The psychometric test selected for this study was McClelland's 
Thematic Apperception Test . This test consisted of pictures which 
depicted various action situations designed to elicit levels of 
achievement motivation among the subject s .  A review of literature 
indicated that the reliability of this test varied from c oefficients 
of . 23 to  .63. Dr . Branum , a member of the psychology faculty at 
South Dakota State University ,  suggested the use of this test , for 
the present study . This test was .. administered to  the women's 
gymnastics  team on March 16, and the men's gymnastics team on March 29. 
The test ,  which was forty minutes in length, was administered to  each 
group only once . 
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The mean scores of the three or four judges on the Olympic events 
were acquired for each subject for each gymnastics meet during the 1976-
77 interc ollegiate gymnastics season . The subjects were evaluated 
according t o  the rules of the Code of the Federation of International 
Gymnastic s . After each meet, the official result s were recorded 
according to  the events in which the individuals c ompeted . 
Source of the Data 
The subjects for the study were seven men and nine women 
members of the 1976-77 South Dakota State University Intercollegiate 
Gymnastics Team . They were selected by the present investigator on 
the basis of their varsity team competition time during the recently 
completed gymnastics season . All subjects practiced approximately 
twelve hours per week with competition taking place on Friday or 
Saturday . Due to  the nature of the sport of gymnastics , the 
-
competitive experience of the individu�l may have had an.effect upon 
their meet performance scores . Therefore, a table was presented in 
Appendix B which included the names, ages, events, and years of 
experience for each subject .  
Administration of the Treatment 
The psychometric test was administered in a classroom� A 
review of the literature indicated that the best results occurred in. 
this environment . 
The subjects  were given a test booklet and �ssigned numbers as 
they entered the classroom . The administrat or explained the 
instructions which appeared in each subject's te.
st booklet . These 
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instructions appear in Appendix A .  Through the use of an opaque 
pro jector, the pictures were 'Shown to the subjects in a darkened room 
for thirty seconds . The lights were turned on and the subjects were 
instructed to begin writing for five minutes . The administrator 
served as timer, and instructed the subject s  when one minute was left, 
and when time had expired . Following this, subjects were instructed 
to turn to the next page in the t est booklet and wait for the next 
picture. 
Collection of the Data 
Data were collected from two sources : the results of the 
McClelland Thematic Apperception Test which measured the subjects' 
achievement motivation level, and the subjects' gymnastic meet 
performance scores. Three different judges rated each subject ' s 
response to the achievement motivation pictures . The judges were: 
Dr . Norma Boetel, Dr. Neil Hattlestad, and Mr . Wayne Haensel . These 
judges were s·elected because the researcher felt that they would 
score the results according to the criteria as outlined in the 
instruct ion manual . The subject ' s gymnastics perf9rmance scores 
were collected after each meet . The intercollegiate gymnastics 
season was conducted during the period of December 5, 1976 to March 25, 
1977. 
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF · RESULTS 
Organization of the Data for Analysis 
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship 
between achievement motivation and gymnastics meet performance. 
A secondary purpose was to determine if the level of achieve­
ment motivation differed significantly between the men and the 
women, and if there was a difference among the achievement 
motivation scores of the men or the women. 
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The data collected for the study were the subjects' gymnastics 
meet performance scores and their achievement motivation scores. 
The Pearson Product Moment Method of correlation ( 18) 
was used to determine if a relationship existed between gymnastics 
meet performance scores and achievement motivation scores. 
A t-test (5) was used to determine the difference between the 
men and the women on their achievement motivation scores. 
A one-way analysis of variance procedure (5) was used to 
assess the difference among the men or among the women on their 
achievement motivation scores. 
Since achievement motivati�n scores .were determined by three 
different judges, interjudge reliability was determined by the use of 
the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance. (17) 
In all statistical methods the .05 level of confidence was 
used as the minimum standard for rejection of the null hypothesis. 
Analysis of the Data 
The mean performance scores for all performers on each event, 
and the mean achievement motivation scores c.an be seen in Table I. 
Raw data used in the calculation of these scores are presented in 
Appendices C and D. 
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The Pearson Product Moment method of correlation was used to 
assess the relationship between gymnastics meet performance and 
achievement motivation. Thus, each of the mean scores for each event 
for men and women were compared with their respective achievement 
motivation scores. Data for the men are presented in Table II. No 
significant correlation coefficients were discovered, and six of the 
seven coefficients for the men were observed to be negative. The 
correlation coefficients for the women appear in Table III. No 
significant coefficients were discovered with respect to the women's 
events. 
The results of the t-test, which was employed to assess the 
difference between achievement motivation scores of the men and the 
women are presented in Table IV .  A t  value of 2.31 was observed 
between the men's achievement motivation scores and the women's 
scores. The critical value for significance· was 2.14, thus th� 
computed t of 2.31 was significant.
-
The results of the one-way analysis of variance procedure, 
which was employed to assess the difference among men relative to 
their achievement motivation scores are presented.in Table V. An F 
ratio of 2.69 was calculated for the differences among the men's 
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Table I 
MEN'S MEAN SCORES OF GYMNASTICS MEE!' PERFORMANCE 
AND ACHIEVEMENT MOI'IVATION TEST RESULTS 
Subj ect Mean Scores 
Ach . 
FX PH Rings Vault PB HB AA Mot . 
#5 RA 7.47 4.33 8.16 7.73 7.18 8.28 43.22 7.33 
#4 GB 6.95 5.42 ?.46 8.22 6.71 7.42 42.21 1.00 
#2 PE 5.69 7.13 6.oo 
#3 DR 7.84 3.84 5.09 7.61 4.94 4.38 33.72 13.00 
#1 SG 3.16 5.9 7.07 4.75 5.00 
#7 TG 2.93 4.69 9.33 
WOMEN'S MEAN SCORES OF GYMNASTICS MEE!' PERFORMANCE 
AND ACHIEVEMENT MOI'IV ATION TEST RESULTS 
Subj ect Mean Scores Ach . 
Vault Unevens Beam FX AA Mot . 
#2 RA 6.42 3.00 13.3 
#5 SB 8.17 7.06 6.28 7.73 29.22 16 
#9 SH 6.16 6.92 6.9 6.51 27.53 10.6 
#8 LJ 6.75 6.23 5.68 5.67 24.35 15.33 
#4 BS 5.25 4.70 5.16 5.46 20.94 6.oo 
#7 RW 7.32 5.55 5.17 6.65 24.59 3.33 
#1 DH 6.31 6.13 9.00 
#6 SK 6.89 6.42 5.35 16.oo 
#3 SL 4.24 14.3 
Key 
Beam = Balance Beam FX = Floor Exercise 
PH = Pommel Horse 
PB = Parallel Bars 
HB = Horizontal Bar 
Unevens = Unev�n Parallel Bars 
AA = All Around 
Ach . Mot . = Achievement Motivation 
Table II 
MEN'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR ACHIEVEMENT 
MarIVATION AND GYMNASTICS MEET.PERFORMANCE 
r required 
Event Computed r for significance• 
All Around -.73 .95 
High Bar -.61 .95 
Vaulting -.26 . 81 
Parallel Bars - .49 .88 
Floor Exercise . 55 .88 
Pommel Horse - .59 .81 
Rings -.61 .81 
*= . 05 level of significance 
Table III 
WOMEN'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR ACHIEVEMENT MarIVATION AND GYMNASTICS 
MEET PERFORMANCE 
Event Computed r 
All Around .58 
Floor Exercise .05 
Uneven Parallel Bars .42 
Balance Beam .41 
Vaulting .37 
























RESULTS OF t-TEST TO MEASURE DITFERENCES 
BEI'WEEN ACHIEVEMENT MDrIVATIOO SCORES 
OF MEN AND WCMEN 
Comparison of Means 





• .05 level of confidence = 2 .14; d.f. = 14 
Table V 
Sed 
2 . 17 
ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 
.
ACHIEVEMENT MGrIVATICN SCORES FOR MEN 
Source of 
Variable Variance d.f. s.s. 
Men's Group 6 269 . 90 
Achievement Remainder 14 233 . 3L� 
Motivation Scores Total 20 503 . 24 
F . 05 (6/14) = 2 . 85 
m.s. 
44. 98 





2 . 69 
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achievement mot ivation scores . This value was not significant, since 
the cri tical. value for F was 2 .85 . For the women, an F ratio  of 2 .66 
was comput ed for the women's achievement motivation scores . This F 
value was significant, since the critical value for F was 2 .51 . These 
data are presented in Table VI . 
The results of the Kendall Coefficient of C oncordance 
procedure, whi ch was employed to  assess int erjudge reliability of 
achievement mot ivation scores, are presented in Table VII . This test 
yielded a reliability coefficient of . 574 for the men, and . 595 for 
the women . 
Discussion of the Results 
After analyzing the data, it was determined that no significant 
relationships exist ed between gymnastics meet performance scores and 
achievement motivation among the men . Although no significance was 
discovered among the men's scores, all but one of the men's events 
exhibited an inverse relationship . It would therefore appear that the 
performer with a high gymnastics score may have had a low achievement 
motivation score . The inverse relationship may also be  explained by 
the fact that due to a lack of team depth many performers were forced 
to compete  in events which were not their specialities . This did not 
occur as frequently among the women . The analysis of the women.'s 
events revealed no inverse or significant relationships . 
A t-test revealed a significant difference between the men's 
and women's achievement motivation scores . Whether this was a true / 
differenc e, .0r an occurrence related to  deficiencies in the Themati� 
Table VI 
ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF 











d . f .  s .s .  
8 511 .29 
18 431 . 38 
26. 942 .67 
*F .05 (8/18) = 2 .51 
Women 
Table VII 
KENDALL COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE 
ANALYSIS OF INTERJUDGE RELIABILrrY 
w = 320/1/12 (3).
2 (93-9) = 320/537 . 84 = .595 
Men 
w = 144/1/12 (3)
2 ( 73-7) = 144/250 .99 = .574 
m .s .  
63 . 91 




Apperception Test, or the test scoring procedures, c ould not be 
determined . 
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Using the analysis of variance t echnique a signficant difference 
in scores attained on the Thematic Apperception T est was observed 
among the women, but not among the men . A possible explanation for 
the lack of difference among �he men may be caused by the inconsist ency 
of the judges' scoring of the level of achievement motivation . It is 
also possible that there was no difference among the men in the trait 
of achievement motivation. 
The interjudge reliability scores were not high . According 
to  Weber and Lamb (19), the coefficients of . 574 and .595 are 
classified.as a modest correlation . In other words, there appeared to 
be a lack of consistency among the judges. It is also possible that 
each judge may have int erpret ed the criteria differently . Perhaps by 
employing professional scorers the interjudge reliability may be 
improved . 
In reviewing the literature, it was found that some researchers 
believe that achievement motivation may be related to  physical 
performance; however, few studies have been attempted in this area . 
Due t o  the large number of variables which may a�f ect the performance 
of an athlete  it is difficult to determine whether there is a 
relationship between performance and achievement motivation. 
Ostrow (13) and Ryan and Lakie (15) believed that if the fear 
of failure motive was stronger than the motive to  succ eed
, it might 
have a detrimental effect upon performance. 
Although a differentiation 
was not made betwe en these two motives in the present study, it is 
possible that the fear of failure mot ive may have been operative for 
one or more of the subj ect s .  
The competitive experience of a performer may also influence 
his or her performance scores .  Since  gymnastics requires a sub­
stantial amount of training before one can engage in competition, 
the performer who has not had this training may be less skilled . 
This would cause him or her to receive lower performance scores . 
Several studies have been conducted comparing achievement 
motivation and mental ability . Achievement motivation has been tied 
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to personality traits, and goal setting . Since these are psychological 
in nature, . as is achievement motivation, it  may be easier to find 
signi ficant relat ionships between these types of measures rather than 
between physical activities and a psychological variable such as 
achievement mot ivation . 
The li t e.rature also tends to support the fact that better 
instruments may be required for accurat e measurement of achi evement 
motivation . If a test with higher reliability was used, perhaps more 
significant results would have emerged using a design such as that 
employed in the present investigation . 
Since none of the correlat�on coeffic ients for the women's 
events and achievement motivation were significant, the hypothesis 
which stated that there will be no significant relationship between 
achi evement motivation and gymnastics meet performance among the 
women on each of the given events cannot be rejected .  
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The second hypothesis stat ed that there will be no significant 
relationship between achievement motivation and gymnastics meet 
performance among the men on each of the given events . It was not 
possible to reject the hypothesis since no significant relationship 
was discovered . 
In the third hypothesip it was stat ed that no difference 
existed between the men ' s and women's achievement motivation scores. 
It was possible to reject this hypothesis since a significant 
difference was discovered . 
Since a significant difference was found in achievement 
motivation scores among the women , the fourth hypothesis which 
stat ed that there would be no. significant difference was rej ected . 
The fifth hypothesis which stat ed that there was no signi ficant 
differenc e among the men's achievement motivation scores was not 
. rej ected .  
Chapter V 
SUMMARY , COOCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATICNS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to det ermine whether a 
relat ionship exists between achievement motivation and gymnastics 
meet performance . 
A secondary purpose was t o  det ermine i f  the l evel of 
achievement motivation differs between men and women , and i f  there 
was a significant difference among the women or among the men . 
The subj ect s  were sixt een members of the 1976-77 South Dakota 
Stat e University Gymnastics Team . All subj ect s were given the 
McClelland Themat i c  Appercept ion Test , to  measure their level o f  
achievement motivat ion . The gymnastics meet scores were the scores 
given to each performer by the judges at each meet . 
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The Pearson Product Moment method of correlat i on was used to 
det ermine whether a significant relat ionship exi st ed betwe en 
achievement motivat i on and gymnast ic meet performance .  A t-test was 
used t o  assess the difference between the means o f  the women ' s and 
men ' s achievement motivat ion scores . A one-way analysis o f  variance 
was used t o  det ermine whether significant differences exis� ed among 
the women ' s  or among the men ' s  achievement mot ivat i on scores . To 
det ermine int erjudge reliability , the Kendall C oe fficient of 
Conc ordance was utilized . In all statist ical treatment s the .05 level 
of confidenc e  was accept ed as the minimum standard for rej ect ion of 
the null hypothesis . 
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The results o f  the correlation analysi s using the Pearson 
Product Moment procedure revealed that no significant r elationship 
existed between the women ' s  event scores and achievement mot ivat ion 
scores . Similarly , there was no signific�t relationship between 
achievement motivati on and gymnast ics meet performance among the men .  
The use of the t-t est revealed a signifi cant difference between the 
achi evement motivat i on scores of men and women . 
Results o f  the one-way analysis of variance r evealed a 
significant F · for differences in achievement mot ivati on scores among 
the women . A similar analysis for the men revealed no  signi ficant 
differenc es  in sc ores among the members of . that group . 
C onclusi ons 
Under the condi tions of the present study and within the scope 
of the study described , the following conclusi ons wer e  drawn . 
1) There i s  no significant relat i onship between existing 
levels of achievement motivation and meet performance among male and 
female int erc oll egiate gymnasts . 
2) A significant difference exist s  between achi evement 
mot ivat i on scores at tained by male and female gymnast s .  
3) Female gymnast s differ significantly from one another on 
scores attained in the Themat ic Appercept ion Test . 
4) Male gymnast s  do not differ sign�fi cantly from one another 
in score s  they at tained on the Thematic  Appercept i on T e st . 
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Rec ommendat ions 
In considerati on of the results of thi s  research , the 
investigator proposes the following recommendat i ons for further study . 
1)  That a similar study be conducted using a larger number of 
subj ect s .  
2) That an investigation employing the same design b e  conduct ed 
using a group of subj ects with similar competit ive backgrounds . 
3) That the study be replicated using a different t est to 
measure achievement motivation . 
4) When using the Thematic Apperc ept ion T est the result s  should 
be scored by highly quali fied professionals in this area . 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE 
THEMATIC APPERCEPI'ICN TEST 
The following are the instructions whi ch appeared in each 
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subj ect ' s  t est booklet for the pilot study and the actual study . 
D irections Read Carefully ! 
You are going to see a series ot' pictures and your task is to 
tell a creative, imaginative story that is suggested to you by each 
picture . You will be allowed to view each picture for thirty seconds ; 
then writ e  an imaginative story which the picture suggests to you . 
Try to imagine what is  happening in the picture , what the situation 
is, and what the people are feeling. There are six pictures and you 
will be allowed to writ e about each for five minut es . Your t est 
administrator will keep time and let you know when one minute is left 
and time has expired . If you finish the story before five minutes , 
close your · t est booklet and wait for further instructions . You may 
also writ e  on the back of each sheet if you run out . of · space .  
Remember , there are no right or wrong stories and feel free  to write 
what ever is suggest ed .  Grammar, punctuation , and spelling are not 
important . What is important is that you quickly writ e  a creative 
story about what the picture suggests to you . ( 5)  
" On the top of each page will be four quest ions which will 
help you think about the story . These · questions are only suggestions 
and need not be answered specifically . Do not worry about describing 
the picture in detail, but be concerned with what is suggested. 
page .  
The following are the questions which will appear on each page; 
1 .  What is .happening? Who are the persons? 
2 .  What has lead to the situation? What has happened 
in the past? 
3. What is being thou·ght? What is  wanted? By whom? 
4. What will happen? What will be done? ( 10 : 1) 
Als� , please remember to write  your number on the top of each 
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APPENDIX B 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS 
Events for Years of H . S .  Years of 
Sub,ject (M) each sub,ject ComEt . SDSU com:et . Year 
D . W. 6 AA 3 yr . 1 yr .  So . 
P.E . 2 FX , V 0 0 Fr . 
R .A .  5 AA 4 yr . 1 yr . So . 
S .G.  1 R ,  V ,  PB , PH 3 yr . 0 Fr . 
D . R. 3 AA 3 yr . 0 Fr . 
G . B. 4 AA 3 yr . 2 yr . Sr . 
T .G .  7 R ,  PH 0 0 So . 
Subj ects (W) 
B.S . 4 AA 4 yr . 0 Fr . 
s .L .  3 UB 2 yr .  0 Fr . 
S . B. · 5 AA 3 yr . 1 yr . So . 
D . H .  1 Be ,  FX 3 yr . 0 Fr . 
R . W. 7 AA 3 yr . 1 yr . So . 
S .K. 6 FX , Be , UB 3 yr . 1 yr . So . 
L .J .  8 AA 3 yr . 1 yr . So . 
S .H .  9 AA 3 yr . 3 yr . Jr . 
R .A .  2 V ,  Be 1 yr . 1 yr . So . 
Key 
R = Rings Be = Beam 
PB = Parallel Bars UB = Uneven Parallel Bars 
HB = High Bar FX = Floor Exercise 
PH = Pommel Horse V = Vaulting 
AA = All Around 
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APPENDIX C 
ACHIEVEMENT MOI1IVATION RAW SCORES 
JUDGES SUBJECTS 
Women l DH 2 RA 3 SL 4 BS 5 SB 6 SK 7 RW 8 LJ 9 SH 
l .  N . B .  10 11 14 - 18 16 23 7 16 12 
2 .  N . H .  7 10 12 0 17 11 3 19 8 
3 .  W .H.  10 19 17 0 15 14 0 11 12 
Men l SG 2 PE 3 DR 4 GB 5 RA 6 DW 7 TG 
1 .  N . B .  0 4 14 0 9 2 10 
2 .  N . H . 6 7 16 3 13 10 11 
3 .  W . H .  9 7 9 0 0 0 . 7 
APPEND IX D 
WOMEN ' S  GYMNASTICS MEET SC ORES 
Sub j ect Meet No . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 19 11 
Vaulting 
R . A .  2 5 . 4 5 . 25 6 .05 6 . 17 6 . 95 7 . 8 6 . 6 6 . 95 6 . 3  6 . 8 
S .B.  5 8 . 15 7 . 1 7 . 25 8 . 6 . 8 . 3 8 . 9  7 . 75 8 . 8 8 . 6 8 . 2 8 . 3  
S . H .  9 6 . 7 5 . 15 7 . 3  5 . 9 5 . 75 
L . J .  8 6 . 5 6 .55 6 . 95 5 . 2 7 .8 8 . 7 6 . 15 5 .1 7 . 35 7 . 2 
B.S . 4 4 .05 5 .05 5 . 45 4 . 75 4 . r  6 �0 6 .o 6 . 6 
R .W .  7 7 . 35 7 .0 6 . 85 7 . 63 7 . 35 8 . 1 6 . 95 7 . 2  7 . 4  7 . 25 7 . 45 
Ba.lance Beam 
R . A .  2 1 . 5  5 .0 2 . 5  3 . 2 2 . 82 
S . B. 5 7 . 15 5 . 85 7 .25 7 . 38 5 . 7 6 . 3 6 .05 6 . 5  5 . 7 6 .6 4 . 6  
S .H. 9 7 . 75 7 . 1  5 . 65 7 . 37 5 . 9 6 . 15 6 .55 7 . 9 6 . 65 7 . 8  7 . 25 
D .H .  1 6 .25 7 . 85 6 . 9 5 . 7 4 . 9 4 . 45 4 . 25 6 . 25 8 . o 7 . 65 7 . 3  
L.J.  8 4 . 95 6 . 75 6 . 05 3 . 77 1 . 75 4 . 45 4 . 55 3 . 65 7 . 7 7 . 35 6 .55 
S.K . 6 6 .o 6 .2 5 . 25 5 . 9  7 . 3  7 . 5 6 . 8 
B . S .  5 4 . 7  4 . 15 6 . 45 5 . 35 
R .W. 7 4 . o  5 . 45 4 . 75 6 . 57 5 . 5 5 . 6 4 . 05 5 . 35 5 . 7  5 . 7  4 . 2  
Uneven Parallel Bars 
S . B .  5 6 . 9 7 . 8  6 . 4 6 . 93 7 . 2  7 � 55 4 . 8  7 . 7 8 . 5  7 . 2  6 . 7  
S .H. 9 7 . 35 6 . 45 6 . 1 7 . 3 4 . 7  7 .05 6 . 25 7 . 95 8 . 4  7 . 55 7 .05 
L.J . 8 6 .5 6 . 65 · 6 . 5 6 .27 4 . 8  7 . 15 5 . 4  6 . 95 8 . 45 5 . 45 4 .05 
S .K. 6 6 . 7 7 .6 5 . 25 7 . 75 6 . 5 7 . 65 7 . 3  7 . 35 5 . 95 
S�L.  3 4 . 25 3 . 3  3 . 2  6 . 8 3 . 65 
B.S. 5 5 . 05 4 . 75 4 . 93 4 . 45 5 .0 3 .05 5 . 35 6 . 3 3 . 45 VJ co 
R .W. 7 3 .2 6 . 85 6 .05 5 . 57 6 . 35 5 . 95 4 . 2  5 . 2  7 . 3  5 . 95 4 . 45 
APPEND IX D (Continued) 
Sub j e ct 
Meet No . 
· 1 2 3 · 4 5 6 . 7 
Floor Exercise 
S . B .  5 8 .25 8 .05 7 . 75 7 . 7  7 . 45 8 . 1  8 . 15 
S .H .  9 5 . 83 6 . 4 6 . 7 7 . 45 
D .H .  1 6 . 35 6 . 55 6 . 5 5 . 15 
L.J.  8 4 . 75 5 . 4 5 . 4  6 . 4 5 . 5 5 . 8  5 . 65 
S . K. 6 5 . 15 4 .25 4 . 8  
B.S . 5 5 . 65 5 . 3  4 .95 
R.W. 7 5 . 7 6 .9 7 . 2 7 . 4 6 . 2 7 . 15 5 . 9  
All Around 
S . B .  5 30 . 45 28 . 8  28 . 65 30 . 61 28 .65 30 . 45 · 26 . 75 
S.H.  9 27 . 3  
L.J. 8 22 . 7 25 .35 24 . 9  21 . 64 24 •. 85 25 . 30 21 . 71 
B.S.  5 19 . 85 19 . 63 
R .W. 7 20 . 75 26 . 2  24 . 85 27 . 17 25 . 4 26 . 8 21 . 1  
8 9 
7 . 6 7 . 95 
5 . 7 7 . 55 
5 . 1 6 . 7 
5 . 25 6 . 85 
5 . 35 5 . 85 
6 . 85 . 6 . 75 
30 . 6  · 30 . 45 
26 . 7  20 . 9 
20 . 8  30 . 2  
20 . 8 23 . 5  
24 . 6  27 . 15 
10 
7 . 05 
6 . 35 
6 . 0 
5 . 85 
5 . 3 
6 .55 
29 . 10 
27 . 60 
26 . 1  
25 . 45 · 
11 
7 . 0  
6 . 1 
5 . 7 
5 . 35 
5 . 85 
6 . 55 
26 . 6 
26 . 15 
22 . 65 
\.,� 
'° 
· APPENDIX E 
MEN ' S GYMNASTICS MEEr SCORES 
Subject. Meet No . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Floor Exercise 
R.A . 5 7 . 55 7 . 7 7 . 95 7 . 1  7 . 85 7 . 05 7 . 25 7 . 0  7 . 9  7 . 35 
G . B.  4 7 . 2  6 . 45 7 .65 7 . 1  6 . 75 6 . 8  6 . 1 7 . 6  
P.E.  2 6 . 9 5 . 85 3 . 87 4 . 55 5 . 8  7 . 2 
D .R .  3 8 . 25 7 . 55 8 . 25 7 . 7 · 7 . 85 6 . 85 7 . 95 7 . 35 8 . 5 8 . 2 
n .w .  6 6 .6 6 . 45 6 . 65 5 . 10 5 . 55 4 . 6  6 . 65 4 . 85 6 . 45 7 . 0 
Pommel Horse 
R .A . · 5 5 . 15 5 . 3  5 .- 75 2 . 97 5 . 35 2 . 65 4 . 2  4 . 4  3 . 4  4 . 2  
G .B .  4 4 . 85 5 . 2  6 . 15 5 . 87 5 . 75 4 . 75 4 . 6  5 . 8  5 . 85 5 . 45 
T .G .  7 2 . 4  3 . 45 4 . 25 2 . 73 3 . 75 2 . 75 2 . 75 2 . 5 2 .3  2 . 45 
S .G .  1 2 . 9  3 . 95 3 . 2  2 . 75 3 . 0 
D .R .  3 3 . 6 4 . 8  5 . 25 3 . 4 3 . 95 3 . 25 3 . 15 . 3 . 5 4 . 15 3 . 35 
D .W. 6 5 . 65 4 . 6  5 . 6 3 . 87 4 . 3  4 .05 4 . 8  3 . 95 4 . 25 3 . 7  
Rings 
R . A .  5 8 . 15 8 . 3 8 . 8  8 . 03 8 .o 7 . 9  8 . 3 8 . 15 8 . 25 7 . 8  
G . B .  4 7 . 35 7 . 1  7 . 7 6 . 83 7 . 45 6 .45 . 8 . 6 7 . 6  8 . o 7 . 55 
T .G .  7 4 . 27 4 . 85 3 . 95 5 . 45 4 . 35 5 . 25 4 . 75 
S.G.  1 5 . 63 6 . 25 5 . 1 6 . 95 5 . 7 
D.R .  3 5 . 45 5 .05 5 . 6  4 . 3 4 . 9  4 .o 6 . 05 4 . 55 5 . 65 5 . 4 
D.W. 6 6 . 2 7 .05 7 . 7 5 . 67 6 .25 5 . 6 7 . 5  7 .05 7 . 25 6 . 2  
g 
APPEND IX E (Continued ) 
Subj ect 
Meet No . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Vault 
R .A . 5 8 . 2  8 .o 7 . 65 7 . 27 7 . 5  8 . 1 7 . 35 8 . 15 7 . 75 7 . 4  
G .B .  4 8 . 6  8 . 25 8 . 25 8 . 8  8 . 23 8 . 75 8 . 45 7 . 05 8 . 4 7 . 5  
P.E . 7 . 8 6 . 7 6 . 63 7 . 65 6 . 9 
S .G . 1 7 . 1  7 .05 6 . 95 6 . 4 7 . 85 
D .R .  3 7 . 5  8 .o 7 . 75 7 . 9  7 . 75 6 . 45 6 . 9 8 . 05 7 . 8 8 . o  
D .W. 6 7 .0  7 . 9  6 . 75 7 . 8  7 . 55 7 . 85 7 . 35 7 . 95 7 . 7 7 . 8 
Parallel Bars 
R . A . 5 7 .35 7 . 7 8 .o 6 . 77 6 . 65 6 . 6 7 .05 6 .05 8 .05 7 . 7 
G .B. 4 6 . 35 . 6 . 5 7 . 7  7 . 33 6 . 51 6 . 2 6 . 5  6 . 9 7 . 4  5 . 75 
S .G .  l 4 .03 5 . 4  4 . 85 4 . 05 5 . 45 
D .R .  3 6 .05 5 . 95 5 . 5  4 . 87 4 . 85 5 . 25 4 . 3  3 . 9 4 . 5  4 . 3 
n .w. 6 7 . 3  7 . 4  8 . 15 7 . 83 7 . 35 7 . 35 7 . 35 7 . 65 7 . 45 7 . 5  
High Bar 
R .A .  5 8 . 4 8 . 3 8 . 9 8 .57 8 . 6  7 . 9  8 . 35 8 . 15 8 . 5  7 . 2  
G . B .  4 7 .  3 6 . 95 7 .75 7 . 13 7 .05 7 . 2  7 . 8 7 . 8 7 . 75 7 . 55 
D .R .  3 5 . 3 4 . 35 4 . 75 3 . 4 4 . 1  5 .05 4 . 3  3 . 55 5 . 35 3 . 7 
D .W. 6 5 . 65 6 . 3 4 . 3  4 . 65 5 . 0 6 . 05 4 . 25 5 . 3  5 . 6  
Ail Around 
R.A. 5 44 . 8  45 . 30 47 . 35 40 . 71 43 . 95 40 . 25 42 . 5  41 . 9 43 . 85 41 . 65 
G.B. 4 41 . 65 40 . 45 45 . 75 4� . 49 42 . 25 39 . 85 40 . 65 44 . 65 
D .R .  3 · 36 . 15 35 . 7 37 . 1  31 .57 33 . 4  30 . 85 32 . 65 30 . 9 35 . 95 32 . 95 
D . W. 6 39 .05 41 . 15 34 . 57 35 . 65 34 . 35 39 . 7  35 . 7 38 . 4  37 . 8 
+-
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